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Abstract

The symmetry breaking of SO(10) is studied in the tree

approximation of the potential for an adjoint {45} representation

and a spinorial {16} representation. The potential can break

SO(10) down to SU(3)cxSU(2)t>cU(l). It is not allowed to break

SO(10) down to SU(3)<;xo(l)eii via SU(3)cxsu(2)LxU(l) even in the

presence of a cubic {16}{16*}{45} coupling. Instead, SO(3)xo(l)

comes from SU(4)xu(l). The masses for the physical Biggs scalars

are calculated in SO(3)cxsu(2)txu(l). The dynamically allowed

region of the vacuum expectation values of the {45} is found to be

strongly restricted. As a result, S0(6) and S0(4) cannot show up

in the course of the breaking.

*) Fellow of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.

SI Introduction

In recent years, there has been a widely spreaded idea

that all interactions can be described by a nonabelian gauge

theory: A grand unified theory of the strong, electromagnetic

and weak interactions [1,2], A lot has been discussed on

the gauge models based on SU(5) [3,4] and S0(10) [2,5V7] chosen

as the grand unified gauge group [8] in which quarks and leptons

belong to the same multiplet. The minimal SO(5) model is

sufficiently rich and it can be a prototype grand unified theory

to see how the grand unified theories look like. On the other

hand, the S0(10) model provides a left-right symmetry and

a quark-lepton symmetry which may serve as a realistic quark-lepton

unification. It also imply a connection with a composite

structure of quarks and leptons [9].

All unified gauge models need a gauge hierarchy [10] in

which the grand unified group is broken down to on large mass

scales a direct product of SU(3)e of strong interactions and,

SU(2)Lxu(i) of electro-weak interactions through several stages

of the symmetry breaking and then SU(2) xu(l) is broken down

to U(l)em on a much smaller scale characterized by the weak

boson mass M, . The symmetry breaking proceeds spontaneously

due to a conspiracy among non-vanishing vacuum expectation

values (VEV's) of Higgs scalars entering a Higgs potential.

The actually realized VEV's are dynamicaly determined by

investigating structures of the Higgs potential and are given

by its minima. As a result, there appear massive Higgs scalars

•asses of which are required to be positive in order to get
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these vacua stable. The positivity constraints yield several

equations to be satisfied by the VEV's and coupling parameters

of the potential.

A discussion on the Higgs potential including radiative

corrections has been carried out in the SU(5) model [4,111.

However, the Higgs sector of SO(10) has not been explored in

detail [12M.4]. This paper deals with an investigation of the

symmetry breaking of S0(10) based on the Higgs potential in

the tree approximation and provides an explicit calculation

of the masses for physical Higgs scalars. The S0(10) gauge

theory is known to admit two typical symmetry breaking schemes:

One is via SU(5) and the other through EO(4)xso(6) [8]. To

acheive these patterns of the symmetry breaking requires the

Higgs fields transforming as an adjoint {45}, a second rank

traceless symmetric {54} representations and/or a fourth rank

antisymmetric {210} representation. The {45} can break the theory

through SU(5) [6] and the {54} can break it via SO(4)xso(6) [15]

while the {210} does via both SU(5) and SO(4)xso(6). it is closely

related to whether the representation contains the SU(5) singlet

and/or the SO(4)*SO<6) singlet. Together with those scalars,

a spinorial {16} representation, which also leaves the SU(5)

symmetry, offers the residual symmetry of SD(3)c><sn(2)t«O(l).

This paper is organized as follows. In 52, the S0(10)

algebra is briefly reviewed. The patterns of the symmetry

breaking of SO (10) are examined in relation to the representation

of the Higgs scalars in 53. The explicit calculation will be

shown for the Biggs potential consisting of the {45)+{16}+{16*}tH].

The {16} in general developes two independent VEV's: one breaks

SO(10) down to SU(5) and the other breaks SU(2!., completely. But

we will find that there is no possibility that leads to

Sn(3)cxU(l)e|]1 as a result of the weak breaking of SU(3)cxsu(2)L*u(l)

even in the presence of a cubic coupling: {16}{16*}{45}. Instead,

SD(3)xo(l) is produced by SU(4)*U<1). It is dynammically allowed.

In 54, an explicit evaluation of the Higgs-scalar-masses is

performed, where SU(3)oxSD(2)Lxu(l) remains unbroken. As a

result, two VEV's of the {45} transforming as SD(2)L-singlet

and SU(3)c-singlet, respectively are almost degenerate. It

means that the system with the {45} and {16} cannot pass SU(4)

or SO(2)LxS0

discussion.

52 Representation of the ingredients in SO(IO)

- In the SO(10) model, quarks and leptons are contained in an

irreducible {32} dim. spinor representation, which is devided

into a {16} and a {16 }. The content of the {16} is expressed as

fJ«" (wjV' (2.1)

where w t w' are two real {2} dim. spinors of S0(4) (j=l,2) and

B(B*) is a complex {4(4*)} dim. spinor of SO(6) (a=0,l,2,3),

which are usually referred to the left-handed states and the

right-handed states are obtained by replacement of w«-+w'.

Their electric charges -should be chosen such that [81
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Q(w) = Qtw1) - (1/2,-1/2),

Q(B) - (-1/2,1/6,1/6,1/6).

(2.2)
A charge conjugate spinor 0 is defined

These structures imply a kind of subquark model based on SO (10) [10].

The generators of SO(10),

(32) spinor i|> are defined as:

The generators of SO(10), S.. (i,j=0,!,•••,9) acting on '-.he

2 Sij- <2-31

and Y'S are given by the following matrices

U. Ti

(2.4)

where a acts on the smallest 2*2 space, T on the next smallest,

n on the next and p on the largest space [6]. Obviously, diagonal

generators are afl3, a12, a<5, o?8 and o in my choice of the

Y's. The chiral operator y which devides the {32} into the

{16} and the {16*} is

(2.5)

(2.6)

TX H °03a12'45o78o69 .„ _j.

Thus, the {32} spinor is classified as

(2.7)

Where C denotes the charge conjugation operator in the Lorentz

space.

Soae convenient generators are listed below:

T(3)
R(L)

in SO(4)

f>\ 1 fa \ I
Tc - T <S78-S45»' Tc " T 'S45+S78-2S69»'

T 1 5 )

in SO(6)

yc 1 5' ' S12 " 5 <S45+S78+S69' '

Yc 2 4 > - " S 0 3 + ? <S12+S45+S78+S69»'

in SU(5) with T c ' and T c ' and

I < 0 ) " S12+S03+S45+S78+S69'

as an SU(5) singlet one where the SO(4)xSO(6) is the regular

subgroup of 50(10) which also contains 5U(5). The electric

(2.8a)

(2.8b,c)

(2.8d)

(2.8e)

(2.8f)

(2.8g)
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charge is nothing but Y^

representation (16) [6]:

Then we reach the quark-lepton

(2.9)

The gauge bosons associated with SO(IO) and Higgs scalar*

arc described by a fundamental vector {10} representation (• ) f

higher rank antisymmetric tensors {45} <•„„>, li-20) (•uvp>.

{210} (• u v p T). U 26} (•pvpT0) which are included in the product

of {16)*[16} or {16}x{16*> and higher rank symmetric tensors

{54} (•* ) etc. Their couplings to the fernions (•) are given by

{10} (1) (2.2;1)+(1,1;6), (2) £ + 5/, (2.11a)

{45} (1) (3,l;l) + (l,3,-l) + (2,2;6) + (l#l;15),

(2) ,j. + 10 + 10* + 24, (2.11b)

{120} (1) <2,2;1)+<3.1;6)+<1,3;6)+(2,2;15)+(1,1;2O),

(2) J + 10 + 45 + ( h . c ) , (2.11c)

{210} (1) (l,l;l)+.2.2;6) + (l,l;15) + (3,l;15) + U,3;15) + (2,2;20),

(2) I + 24 + 75 + (5+y+40+(h.c.)) , (2.lid)

{126} (1) (l,l;6)+(2,2;15)+(3,l;10)+(l,3;10*),

(2) ,). + £*+ 10 + 15* + 45 + 50 , (2.lie)

{54} (1) (l,l;l) + (3,3;l) + (2,2;6)+U,l;20),

(2) 15 + 15* + 24, (2.11f)

{16} (1) (2,1;4) + (1,2;4) , (2) , 1 + 5 / + 10. (2.11g)

(2.10) The singlet under either SO(4)xso<6) or SU(5) determines how SO(10)

spontaneously breaks down.

Noticing that •.,.(*_) is assigned to the L(R)-handed state, we

find that the Higgs scalars to give masses to the fermions

should transform under S0(10) as {10}, {120} and {126} and others,

including the 45's of the gauge bosons, offer the interactions

among the L-handed states or the R-handed states of quarks and

leptons.

All SO(10) representations transform under (1) SU(2)T *SU(2)_*S

and (2) SD(5) as**1

j'l It is understood in the later discussion that n denotes the

n-plet of SU(5) and (n^n^n,

decomposition.

S3 Spontaneous symmetry breaking of SO(10)

We are now in position to discuss the spontaneous symmetry

breaking of S0(10) induced by a conspiracy among various Higgs

scalars. The symmetry breaking of SO(10) is acheived by the

non-vanishing VEV's developed by the electorically neutral and

color singlet components which are contained in the {45}, {210},

{54} and { 1 6 } . ^ The SO(10) symmetry breaks down to the effective

SU(3)_»SO(2)I*t(l) gauge group of the ordinary interactions via
C 1J

^2 The Higgs scalars coupled to quarks and leptons are ignored.

They are of great interest in treating the neutrino masses

and the quark masses [7].
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SU(5) if the SU(5) singlet in the {16} and/or the {210} has

a large VEV and via SOM)*so(6) if the SO(4)*SO<6) singlet in the

{54} and/or {210} developes a large VEV. These situations can

be seen from Figure, where so (10) can be completely broken down

to SU(3) «SU(2) »D(1). The quantities indicated along the arrows

are the VEV's of the {45}, {54}, {210} and {16} defined as

<•„,> - <•,,>•••03 12 "V (3.1)

with (ij) - (45), (78), (69) in the {45} leaving SD(5)xO(l) if

uv, SO(4) if

i f uy = 0,

<*oa> " ~ 3 l V 5 ' <*BB> * 2 c V 5 ' <no sum>

with a - 0,1,2,3 and B » 4-v-9 in the {54} leaving SO(4)xso(6)

<3-2>

2 u / 3' 2(uc/3' <3-3>

leaving SU(5) if x L = 0 and xL is expected to break SO(2)t.

Due to the symmetry breaking of SO (10) , there emerge massive

gauge bosons whose masses are expressed in terms of the SO(10)

gauge coupling constant gG and the VEV's defined above. They

are listed in the Table 1 and the masses are given by the sum

TabTFT

taken over the contributions from the {16}, {54}, {45} and {210}

multiplied by gG .

The rest of the section is devoted to studying the Higgs

potential with the {45}, {16} and {16*}. The SO(10) invariant

potential constructed from the {45}(• ) and the {16}(x+)+{16*}(x_)

is

Tr(*2» + r 1 (Tr<*2)l2 + p- Tr(t4)

* -T (x!YuX+)(xtYvX_)+«>(xtx+)Tr(»
2)

B(X+*2X+) (3.5)

with (aB) = (03), (12) and (ij), (k»> = (45), (78), (69) where

(ij) ?( (kt) in the {210} leaving SO(4)xso(6) if lu = ii>c » 0,

SU(5)xo(l)if ">0 " ">c - w, SO(4)xso(3)cxU(l)B_L if u = 0, and in

the {16} Higgs scalar denoted by x +

<X+>= (X L,0,... #0, X R)
T, (3.4)

where • is a matrix notation: * -

Parametrizing the {45} and {16} as follows ( ' 14]:

<XL. 0, •••, 0, xR>.

(3.6a)

(3.6b)

one obtains
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V - -2
5 -> 5 , , 5 .

( I u ^ + fieaj+SajM £ u / ) 7 « - a 2 ( I Uj ) /2

XL
2+XR

2)/2+X1(xL
2+xR

2)2/«+2»2X^XR
2+«a(xL

2+X

, , , 5 , , S
+ 6 l ( x 1 \ 2 ) ( » 1

2 + ( I «a)2)+2(xR
2-XL

2)u1( I u o ) ] /4
o*2 a*2
•. -, 5

Bare, we have used

<O45>1.1 " <°78'l " (o69'l,l to12>l.l

S.l* * <O78>16.16 " (069'l6,16

<a03>16,16

(3.7)

(3.7a)

(3.7b)

where the sufix shows the row and column in the spinor space.

It can be shown that every other coupling of (x+rAX> (X
+rAX> is

expressed by the combination of (XL
2+XR '

 an^ 'XL XR ' a n d

then, is absobed in the two teru ^(X^+X,, 2) 2 »nd *2XL2)<R2"

The potential (3.5) describes the most general coupling of the

four-{16} and {16*}-boson-interaction.

Minimizing the potential leads to

,- 0, (3.9a)

- 0. (3.9b)

3

- 0 ,

j

0,

(3.10a)

(3.10b)

for xR- *<» tl>« two non-vanishing x L and x R. the VEV of Uj^ is

determined by

(B- (3.11)

At a minimum of the potential, the {16} can develope the

XL-XR - 0, (3.12a)

XL-XR * °" (3.12b)

For the later discussion, we take Xj/O and Xj/O or -0. The

vanishing xL requires that

(6 - x/o1)io1(Iua) < 0. (3.13)

To seek the residual symmetries of the potential, we fix

the norm of the (45) and {16} :

for and 11*11 - 1 ^ . 11x11= (3.14)

— 1 1 - — 12 —



One can then find that

-\>2+ (Xx+X2) |1 x II +8a || • || +B tu1
Z+ d u a ) 2 ]

from (3.10a) and (3.10b). It means that

and

a»2
- 2; U l - const.

But if x,"0, we have instead

5
ul + I l"a

 s const.
a*2

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

The first case (3.12a) with (3.17) has been examined in

Kef. [14). The residual symmetry is one of SU(5), SU(4)*u(l) and

SU(3)exsU(2)Lxu(l). Now we repeat the discussion with the cubic

term kept in mind. The part of the potential which does not

depend on the norm ||xll and ||4|| only is

F - F, + F,, (3.18)

(3.19a)

(3.19b)
j

The absolute minimun of F, occurs if u^ui^u^'u >u for a2«0 and

n>1?'<o2=u3"(ij<=io5 for a2>0. Next consider F2- Por B>0, the absolute

minimun of Fj is given by one of u./tii-^u^^u.^u- and u*™w-j'w~""tD«—We

if |t|£^6||it||1''2 and by UJ-IDJ-U^-UJ-WJ if |x|>/~B||*||1''3. For the

first two rearrangements of t»' c, Fj t u r n out to be

*2~ fsll + llllxllt^ - ̂ T||»||1/2||X||tt, (3.20)

where t(= (5-2D/5, (3.21)

f llxll <Rj>2 - £llxll < S V

1 = 1

t = 2

(3.22a)

(3.22b)

And at the same time, F. reaches its minimal value of -a_|]<t>|| /10.

For T>0, the absolute minimum occurs at

tt « T//58||*||
1/'2 - 3/5 (1=1), 1/5 (1=2), (3.23)

if t. runs continuously. For the discrete t,, seme finite range

of T around (3.23) corresponds to the absolute minimum of the

potential. The condition at least shows that SU(4)xu(i) (i=i) shows

up instead of SU(3)cxSU(2)L»U(l) 11-2) as T increases. For T<0,

the residual symmetry at the absolute minimum is S!J(3)cxsu(2>Lxu(l).

For S<0, the absolute minimum of F2 occurs when all u's are equal,

thus respects SU (5) . The result from this observation will be

arized in Table 2.

The second case (3.12b) with (3.16) is interesting for us.

The two VEV's u^ and u>a(a>2~5) appearing in (3.9a) and (3,9b)

are necassarily different. Thus, the largest symetry is SU(4).

The function to be studied is

(3.24)

Using (3.11) and (3.16) and neglecting the terms proportional" to

Hxll, we finally obtain

(3.25)
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Because w, does not specify the residual symmetries of SO(10),
5 2 5

we can fix u.. For a given tu., I u o
 an^ I u a 9

e^ fixed on

account of (3.14) and (3.16). The relevant piece of (3.25) is

given by

(3.26)

Let us examine the absolute minimum of F. It is the same

structure as that discussed in Ref.[14]. But the second term

always gives a negative contribution because A-<0 in the case we

are considering. The absolute minimum of £ci) at fixed £u is given

2<x a

by flj»*(j.«u.*Uci which also maximizes £<»> ) . For a 2 < 0 , w e have

this configuration of ID'S at the absolute minimum and then S U M ) .

For a2>0, the absolute minimum of the potential corresponds to

w2-u>3-iu4-u5 or <D2A)3»U)4=ui5, respecting S0(4) or SU(3)xu(l).

Because (3.26) depends on (B-t/u^) , the sign of B and T are

indifferent. But we can specify these signs as a trace of the

larger syaawtry whic

is done in Table 2.

We cannot have SU(3)xu(l) coming from SU(3)oxSU(2)Lxu (1). it

could be obtaind if (B-T/U^) were taken to be negative when a,<0.

We then conclude that the Higgs system with the {45} and {16} cannot

allow SO(10) to break down to SU(3) «U(1) via SU(3) xsu(2)TxU(l)
c em c L

even with the cubic coupling included in the potential.

In the next section, we calculate the masses of the physical

Higgs scalars by using the potential (3.5) but without the cubic

coupling provided SU(3)cxsu(2)Lxu (1) is preserved.

Si SU{3)cxSU(2)LxU(l) without {16H16*}{45}

The VEV's of the {45} are parametrized as

leading to

<•> - < S O 3 + S 1 2 ) U R + ( S 4 5 + S 7 8 + S 6 9 ) M V ,

and the VEV of the {16} is given by for X2>0

<X+>= (0, 0,---, 0, x R )
T -

, (4.1)

( 4 . 2 )

(4.3)

To achieve non-vanishing (•>_, tn̂  and XD' ̂ ne mass parameters u

and v in Eq.(3.5) should satisfy the relations:

4a1(2uR
2+3uv

2)+a2(4uiR
2-2(aR<Dv+7uY

2)/4+2eixR
2r (4.4a)

(4.4b)

and a constraint shows up due to the existence of the two non-

vanishing VEV's, co h uv in the {45):

(4.5)

ensuring to produce massless Higgs scalars to be eaten by the

gauge bosons.

Essentially due to the coupling of B(x+**x) there shows up

the mixing between the 10's and the (l,lc)'<3 in the \ and 24 of

1>3 The notation of ( , C) means the SU(2) xSU(3) *u(l) decomposition.
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the {45} and {16}. In the 10's of the scalars, the mass matrices

are found to be

(4.6a)
BxR(n>R+2ioy)

for t h e ( 2 , 3 ^ ) ,

for the (1,3C ) and for the (1,1 )

(4.6b)

for eliminating the massless scalars. The masses of the Higgs

scalars including other components of the {45} and {16} are

listed in Table 3. The neutral (:, lc) components of * and x

are mixed each other. One of them is the £ of the {16} and has

a mass ^ X R /2 before the mixing. The masses for the gauge bosons,

which are generated in the course of the symmetry breaking of

S0(10), have been shown in Table 1.

To get the vacua stable, we require all masses to be positive.

It can be fulfilled by setting

-1 <. Aij, <. -1/2, (4.8a)

3 B V < R 1
(4.6c)

in the ($,x) basis. All of them surely possess a zero eigenvalue

on account of the constraint ( 4.5). therefore, we have massless

Higgs scalars. The massive partners acquire masses

-B(XR
2+4uiy)

2(uy+2wR)/2wY

(4.7a)

(4.7b)

(4.7c)

respectively. The mass for the (2,3C) of the 24 "s of • is vanishing

due to Eq. (3.16) as well and the Higgs mechanism is operative

(4.8b)

Furthermore, the constraint should be satisfied. To do so, both

terms in (4.5) should have an opposite sign each other. Because

of (4.8a) and (4.8b), a2<oy(u)R+iiiy) turns out to be positive;

therefore, B(2+3(oyAiH)xR must be negative. It is realized by

(2+3uY/<iiR) < 0, leading to

oY/uR < -2/3.

Combining i t with ( 4 . 8 a ) , we then f ind

-1 <. ">y/<»R < -2/3.

(4.9)

(4.10)
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From (4.10), we conclude that the {45} with the {16} and

{16 } cannot possess a gauge hierarcy in which SU(2)LxSU(2)Rxu(l)

or SU(4) shows up, which is dynamically forbidden. If one wants

such a gauge hierarchy, the {54} must be employed instead of

the {16}. The positivity of the masses (3, lc> and (1, 8C) of

the {45} is ensured by the {54} [16].

Let us touch on the remaining two cases:

2 2
The massive 10. scalar has a mass: -B(6<nv

 +3x R /2) , then
2 2

B <: 0 as required. Other masses are given by -(4a2ux
 +5BxR /2)

for the £4"s of x and for the^*"s of x by -48«v
2+2A2xR

2. Thus,

we obtain

a, < 0 and < 5|B|xR
2/8u2

Y •
(4.11)

Evervthing is discussed in the similar fashion to that in

SU(3)cxSUL(2)xu(l). The ratio of mv/""R is restricted:

-1/3 £ V M R < 0 (4.12a)

o < ID VA) R <. i

nd B < 0.

These results are summarized in Table 4.

(4.12b)

§5 Summary and discussion

Although SO(10) can break down to SU(3)C*SU(2)L*U(1)

consistently, SU(3)C><SU(2) xu(l) cannot be allowed to break down

to sU(3)cxu(l)em even in the presence of the cubic .{16}{16*}{45}

coupling. The SO(10) breaks down to SU(3)xu(l) via SU(4)xU(l).

We may employ the {10}, {120} or {126} to break SU!3)cxSU(2)Lxu(l)

He cannot have a gauge hierarchy in which SO(6) or SO(4) is in

an intermediate stage because u^t-C^o^) • It will be obtained in

the system with the {45} and {54} [16]. Instead, the approximate

SO(5) at the intermediate stage can be obtained by putting

XR
2 (5.1)

which makes the l_ and 10 (10*) gauge bosonr much heavier than the

24 gauge boson, leading to

|B/a2| « 1, (5.2)

from the constraint (4.3). However, such an extremely small 8 is

not reasonably accepted. Renormalization effect [4] can produce

an effective 6 of &{aG
2) where a Q = gG

2/(47i) •v, 1/40. Thus

we conclude that p > ^1a " ) . Another solution to Eg. (5.1) is

to parametrize

(Dv = -<2+A)uD/3, (5.3)
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where A is given by from (4.5)

(5.4)

which turns out to be positive because a_ < 0 and (3 > 0.
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Figure Caption

The hierarchies of the S0(10) gauge symmetry.
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Table 1 Gauge Boson masses generated by the Higgs scalars

transforming as (16), (54), {45} and {210} VEV's

of which are given by Eqs. (3.DM3.4).
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Table 3 Higgs boson masses except for the color
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of the SO(10) symmetry: {16} and {45},

respectively. The "Mixed" means the
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